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US Abbreviations:
CH  - chain
*   * - Repeat instructions
SC - single crochet
DC - double crochet
SL ST - slip stitch
INC - increase
DEC - decrease
PM - place marker
MM - move marker to last st
FO - Finish off

Materials:
2.75 mm (C) crochet hook 
Light weight yarn in 5 colors:

Stitch marker
Scissors
Darning needle
Acrylic filling for dolls
Size 7 or 8 mm Plastic safety eyes

Mr.Carrot
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1) Leaving a long tail, chain 10. This will be 
our stem

2) Slip st all chains (Do not skip the first 
chain)

4) Making the leaf blade: 3 DC in 3rd  st from hook

Now we're gonna create the leaf blades, 
going up from the last st 

Making the leaf

3) Chain 10 

5) Slip st next ch 6) Working the same st: chain 3 7) Repeat steps 4-6 to create the next blade
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8) Last blade to this side of the leaf 9) Slip the last 2 remaning chains and all 
of the sts of the stem, going around and 
working your way to the opposite side of the 
leaf

10) Now we've reached the opposite side of 
the leaf and we're going to make the other 
half of the leaf blades

11) Chain 3 12) 3 DC in next st 13) Repeat steps 11+12 to create the 2nd blade

Thread the tail and push the needle from 
front to back

Pick up the darning needle: A sharp tip is the 
best for this. Avoid the big needles. 

To finish the leaf: slip st the next st (the top 
of the leaf) and cut yarn leaving a long tail
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Now that we're on the back side of the leaf, 
we'll hide the tails inside the body of the leaf 
and pull them to the bottom of the stem

Insert needle along the core of the leaf, 
making sure you're not going through the top 
of the leaf

Push the needle along the center of the leaf

Going all the way to the bottom of the stem You might have to put so effort to pull the 
needle out

Thread the other tail and repeat steps to pull 
the tail all the way to the bottom again

Now make 2 more leaves so you'll have 3 You can squeeze the stem of the leaf a bit to 
make it 'thinner' again

And you're done!
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Carrot Body
~ Use color  
Round 1) chain 2, work 6 SC into 1st chain from hook. PM (6) **Do not close the ring**
Round 2) INC all SC (12) 
Round 3) *SC, INC* x6 (18)
Round 4) *2SC, INC* x6 (24)
Round 5-6) SC all STS (24)
~ Add the carrot leaves:

Widen the top opening of the magic ring with 
your crochet hook

Using your hook, pull both tails of the leaf 
inside the magic ring

Knot all the tails together (including the 
magic ring's tail) and continue working the 
body of the carrot

Pull the magic ring's tail to close the ringDo the same with the other leaves and pull 
the tails so the leaves are close to the body 
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Round 7) *INC, 7SC* x3 (27)  
Round 8-9) PM. SC all STS (27) 
Round 10) *DEC, 7SC* x3 (24) 
Round 11-16) SC all STS (24)
~ Add eyes between rounds 12-13, with a 5 SC gap between eyes (see page 7)
~ Start stuffing and continue to add a little more stuffing every few rounds 
Round 17) *DEC, 4SC* x4 (20) 
Round 18-19) PM. SC all STS (20)
Round 20) *DEC, 3SC* x4 (16) 
Round 21) SC all STS (16)
Round 22) *DEC, 2SC* x4 (12)
Round 23) *DEC, SC* x3 (9)

Round 24) *DEC, SC* x3 (6)

FO: 
~ Remove marker and stuff part, leave a long tail and cut yarn.
~ Thread the tail on a darning needle, pull tail through all of 6 SC from the last round.
~ Close the opening of the carrot by pulling the tail firmly.

To make the carrot roots: 
~ Fold the tail in half and without pulling the tail, make a knot at the end of the carrot to lock the tail in 
place. Trim the roots so you have three short tails of yarn. 
~ Pull on the tails to make sure they are locked in place.

Carrot Body Continued
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Making the carrot's face

Add cheeks using the Pink yarn (double strand). Each cheek is about ond SC long. 

Add a mouth: Using a double strand of the Black yarn, first create the outline shape of the 
mouth. Fill the shape by stitching inside it. 

Add a tongue using the same Pink yarn, the tongue is about the same size as the cheeks. 

Add eyebrows with one strand of the Black yarn, give the line a small tint to make a surprised 
look. 

Add White under the eyes using one strand of White yarn. 

And you're done!
Don't forget to share your creations with me 

on Instagram by tagging @ms.toosh  


